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INTRODUCTION
"Even if I could pull only one print from each of my
plates, I would still make
them."1 This statement by Gabor
Peterdi truly exemplifies the full essence of a printmaker's
attitude toward his work. He is an artist. As products of
an artist his works of art act as a mediator between his
inner world of order and the outer world of chaos, defining
the relationship between the two. And, as an artist, he may
employ any method that lends itself to express his particular
convictions, or disenchantments according to his own creative
concepts. He, or I, or any .other true printmaker, have not
turned to prints in order to obtain twenty, or forty, or two
hundred copies of an image. That is secondary. We have
turned to prints because each printing method creates a parti
cular quality which is unable to be resolved in any other medium.
1
Gabor Peterdi, Printmaking (New York: The Macmillon
Company, 1971) p. viii.
CHAPTER I-
THE RISE OF THE PRINT AS AN
ARTISTIC MEDIUM
The twentieth century has been experiencing a revival
of interest in the fine art print. It may even be considered
to have reached a more prestigious level in the hierarchy of
art than at any time before. This is partially due to the
invention of the photograph in the nineteenth century. The
discovery, and the exploitation of photography and photographic
processes literally freed the draftsman and the engraver, and
therefore the print, from the drudgery of commercial reproduc
tion of reporting, portraits, views, news, and from recording
documents, curios, and art of all kinds. Up until that time
few people were aware of the difference between pictorial
expression and pictorial communication of statement of fact.
Photography brought a separation of artists those just
technically proficient in copying, and those creating.
The painters, draftsman, and engravers who made factual,
detailed, informational pictures were hardest hit by
photo-
processes, for they were not involved with, or possibly
incapable of, creative thinking. Photography, especially
after it was coupled with the lithographic process, did their
work faster and much more accurately. Although this process




graphic versions of natural forms, the photo-reproduction of
curios and works of art emancipated an important group of
people from traditional and academic points of view. This
freedom especially took hold in Prance, where it gave artists
the time to give thought to aesthetics; where these artists
discovered the difference between design and reportingthat
gods, politics and heroes could be trivial, and a laundress,
a joke, an act of nature could provide subject matter of as
serious a design as was ever conceived. ^
Those who were skeptical of the many new techniques which
were developed, and felt that the old traditional techniques
were being threatened, set up an idea which, for a long time,
influenced both critics and the general public. They contrived
the belief that the older processes were Intrinsically more
artistic for print collectors (which mysteriously, and
devastatingly> holds true for many today) , that had nothing to
do with either design or expression. Therefore, in the public
mind there grew an artistic hierarchy of graphic media. In
the United States particularly, the belief was that etching
was more artistic than line engraving, and both were better
than wood engraving which was better than wood cutting, and all
were better than lithography. And, of course, all were better
than photography or any other media termed
"process".^ Of
course at this time serigraphy, collographs, metal prints and
a multitude of other processes falling under the general cate
gory of printmaking
had not yet come to be.
^William M. Ivins, Jr., Prints and Visual Communications




The, New York. Exhibition , of. Independent Artists of 1910
began to release the American artist from these rules of
expressive hierarchy. The exhibit stpod. for the freedom of
the artist to think, and to show what he is thinking about;
the freedom to study and experiment and not to be retarded by
the standards
_
in fashion at the time. As Robert Henri, active
In the exhibition expressed: "There is only one reason for the
development of art in America, and that is that the people of
America must learn the means of expressing themselves in their
own time and in their own
land."
The Independent Exhibition
was not meant to be a permanent organization. The founders
hoped their ideas would go on, but not as a society. They
believed there was a need for independence and an encourage
ment of independence for individual study, and an opportunity
for greater freedom in exhibition.
This was the beginning of a change for artists of this
century, in the Western World. The end of the nineteenth cen
tury in France first allowed aesthetic freedom , to emerge. Then
the beginning qf the twentieth century, in Paris, another group
of artists banded together to set up a printmaking workshop:
the Atelier 17. The major printmakers of the century, such as
Miro, Masson, Tanguy, Chagall, Lipchitz, Rattner, Lasansky,
Peterdi, Racz, Grippe,; ,and , Schrag all studied there under
Hayter. It was there they discussed the problems and the
variety of
expression which is able to be achieved through
^John'.'W. McQ.qubrey, American Art 1700-1960. Sources and
Documents (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1965) pp. 174-178.
5
prints. "The Heroic Period of Avant-Garde printmaking was
born through a collective feeling that the possibilities of
printmaking have to be broadened and made more flexible to
accommodate the adventurous vision of our century".
By mid-century the air of artistic freedom introduced
by the Independent Exhibition had fully taken hold, and prints
were1
beginning to be regarded as an important phase of con
temporary art. No longer the 'second art' of many great
artists, but a primary means of expression. Artists had left
their 'shops' where their pupils or assistants had done all
the physical operations of printing, feeling it was merely a
mechanical occurence, and had taken interest in printing their
own work, as a
creative'
activity involved in the totality of
the print image. They extended their involvement in the media
from print designers to print makers,
Many of the Paris printmakers came to New York City,
the new center of printmaking, and set up graphic workshops
for many emerging printmakers. Although some may have been
lured to the media by its numerous intriguing techniques and
processes, its seductive textures and luscious use of multiple
colors, those true artists rose beyond acquiring fine techni
que. It is true that technique alone, many times can give
satisfaction, but it is important only if it helps the artist
express that particular
'something'
that makes him unique.
Peterdi expresses this quite clearly:
^Gabor Peterdi, Artists' Proof The Annual of Prints and
Printmaking, Vol. XI, (Connecticut: Pratt Graphics Center,
1961) p. 105.
"As an artist I believe that the great
creative spirit lives in the present and
creates the future. I also believe that no
one should, as no one can, define or dictate
in art what Is the right or wrong way to
create a work of art. The artist should
follow his conscience. . .Graphic art is just
another form of expression in the vocabu
lary of an artist. The technique of per
formance for its own sake is meaningless
unless it serves to express content. In
contemporary graphic art there is a living
and exciting movement. Out of this fever
ish production of images, and inventive
ness of expression, something has emerged
already, that represents^-the creative
spirit of this
century."
This ability to go beyond the seduction of technique and use
It merely as a tool to achieve a desired effect to create
some response from the viewer I find to be what separates
a person playing with the media from an artist involved with
printmaking. It was based on this criterion that the artists
I will discuss later were chosen. As you will see, I have
been more influenced by those involved in a more basic
approach to printmaking media, many being involved with line,
but all involved in the total process. Those going beyond
line to experiment with many variations and newer techniques
are also important, but more for the way they have controlled
the technique for their own particular use, rather than creat
ing a
'flashy'




-THE RISE OP LANDSCAPE IMAGERY
In this day and age landscape may seem
to'
be an ordinary,
many times boring, subject matter. I'm afraid this is due to
sudden overexposure, and the belief by many
'Sunday-'
painters
and other amateur artists that they are capable of capturing
some essence unique to themselves or the land around them.
This is very unfortunate for those artists, and I include my
self In their company, who are endeavoring to go beyond .a
representational surface. But, however overexposed landscape
has become, it is actually a fairly new concept in the his
tory of art; one which was only freed to stand on its own In
the nineteenth century.
The beginnings of art dealt solely with man, animals,
and gods. The Hellenistic school was the first to deal, with
landscape painting, but chiefly as decoration; as
'
suggestive
shapes of natural forms in a pleasing pattern, Then medieval
art reduced these forms even further Into symbols. All art
to some degree is symbolic, but medieval art, where it acknow
ledged the existence of natural objects at all, allowed little
relation to Its natural appearance.
"If our earthly life is no more than a




in which it Is lived need not absorb our
7
8
attention. If ideas are Godlike and
sensations debased, then our rendering
of appearances must as far as possible
be symbolic, and nature, which we per
ceive through our senses, becomes posi
tively
sinful." '
Looking at a painting by Claude Lorraine, or any engraving
by Durer or Rembrandt, it is hard to realize this belief
that things were considered harmful in direct relationship
to the number of senses they delighted.
The survival f art was directly threatened by the
acceptance of this belief. In defense, an art of symbols
evolved, creating a language of decoration. "The less an
artifact interests our eye as imitation, the more it must
delight our eye as
pattern."
Taking natural objects,
first perceived Individually as pleasing in themselves,
making them symbols of divine qualities, then placing them
together within the imagination to create a landscape to be
the symbol of perfection; the
"garden"
was created. The
garden, whose wall Petrarch was the first to scale; the first
g
to question nature and his relationship to it.
During the greatest age of European art, landscape did
not exist. Artists from Giotto to Michelangelo thought to
paint landscape was impertinence. Leonardo paid attention
to plant and tree forms, as to all other forms, but did not
consider it significant subject matter on its own merits. It
wasn't until the seventeenth century that artists first took
up landscape.
In Holland it was the "Age of Botany", a time
^Kenneth Clark, Landscape into Art (Boston Beacon Press,
1969) p. 2
8Ibid.,p. 3 9Ibid*, p. 6
9
of systematizing all of nature; an age of calm. There was
a curiosity about the precise character of a particular spot,
space determined by mathematics, and form determined by
light.10
Many artists of the cities- (the northern, anti-classic
artists) by sheer existence, learned that man can to some
extent, control nature. The old menaces of floods and for
ests were detached from their lives. They wanted to explore
the mysterious, and so created their own
"pleasing" horrors--
landscapes of fantasy.
The nineteenth century brought a new aesthetic of its
own, and landscape became a dominant art form. There was
again, an increasing interest in categorizing all plants.
(The eighteenth century naturalists found little significance
in the difference between plants and
'
animals . ) Goethe took
a particular interest in correlating art and science. He
believed that while a flower painter might attain accuracy
in depicting nature, it would be mere imitation. The highest
artistic expression required a profound understanding of the
flower,, its mode of growth, and effects of the environment,
12
so that its innermost essence, could be expressed
visually.
Yet Goethe acted as though nature was, in essence, so
beautiful as to be inaccessible to ordinary scientific pro
cedures. He dissociated aesthetics from science. By requir
ing great generality and regularity in images
of nature, he
placed them beyond the validation powers of science. For
L0Ibid., p. 29 11Ibid,, p. 36
12Phillip C Ritterbush, The Art of Organic Forms ,
(Washington, DC: Smithsoitoi Institution -Press, yb; pp. 5-7.
10
want of beauty he forsook scientific representations, seek
ing instead universally generalized illustrations which
could answer to his intuitions, repeatedly sacrificing
science to aesthetic
ideas.15
Goethe generally defined organic forms by five attri
butes:
1. The origin of the whole precedes the differentia
tion of the parts. The whole is primary-the parts
derived. The whole is everything, and the parts are
nothing. The organic form conveys the property of
genesis to its beholders.
2. The form manifests the process of growth by which
it arose. 'Productivity' or 'growth', is the first
power of living things, and it exhibits itself as the
'evolution and extension in the plant'. The organic
form proclaims itself as the end result of a progress
ive sequence of development.
3. As it grows, the plant assimilates diverse elements
into Its own substance. "Events and images, the lively
and spirit-stirring machinery of the external world,
are like light, and air, and moisture, to the seed of
the Mind, which would else rot and perish. In all
processes of mental evolution the objects of the senses
must stimulate the Mind; and the Mind must in turn
assimilate and digest the food which it thus receives
from without."*
4. The achieved form of the plant is directed from
within. The external aspect of living things is deter
mined by internal processes, and not, as in human
artifacts, from the outside.
5. The parts of the living whole are interdependent.
"Imaginative unity is an organic unity: a self evolved
system constituted by a living interdependence of parts,
whose identity cannot survive their removal from the
whole . **14
The organic character of the process of artistic creation,
its affinity with generative forces of living nature, was
commonly asserted. Where formal properties in a work of art
were praised, they most frequently were attributes shared
15
with organisms as they were then understood.
13Ibid., p. 11 4Ibid., pp. 14-15
^Ritterbush, p. 22





The first paintings to suggest the expressive qualities
of organic forms were those of Odilon Redon. Paul Klee was
the first to establish their Importance. In 1915 he described
the process of abstraction as the shaping of impure crystals
from fragments of experience: "Ich Krystall" (I a Crystal).
l6
Klee found the use of naturalistic forms and perspec
tive boring in portraying a landscape. This was because he
had such an intense feeling for what he saw, and felt that
surface Imitation was entirely inadequate. He was fascinated
by landscape with historical associations, and had visions
of history and geography overlapping in terms of space. He





said: "I have the mountains of Sicily within me and also
17
its sunshine. Beside these everything is
insipid." '
Klee was born into a century that strove for integra
tion and wholeness in the arts as well as in the sciences.
But Klee needed to revolt against these limitations. His
inner vision led him to .strive for a more complex kind of
statement within which optical reality Is only one case
among many. "In my dream I am my own model, a pictorial
projection of myself... I see myself as a complex but flat
configuration, clinging to the canvas: I am my own
style."
(1902)18
Klee's botanical interests figured prominently in his
art. He felt the richness of nature is so much greater and
- JJhbid., p. 76




more rewarding by reason of its infinite complexity. "Our
initial perplexity before, nature is explained by our seeing
at first, the small outer branches, and not penetrating to
the main branches or the trunk. But once this is realized,




outermost leaf and turn It to good
use."
He felt that once
the artist grasps the idea of measurability in connection
with design, that the study of nature will progress with
greater ease and accuracy.
Aware that his etchings would create difficulties for
art lovers, Klee felt his idea of art would be considered
unnatural. He loved nature, but did not wish to divorce
beauty from art. To Klee the object was dead and perception
took its place. Subject and object became one: objective
vision, physical qualities, spiritual and intellectual
vitality, and the material environment of modern times merged.
Klee felt that drawing ends by being drawing no longer but
becoming a symbol. Perception of the object begins to
supplant the object itself, and the beauty lies in the graphic
work. It is the imagination that reaches to the regions of
the world of ideas. Unconsciously, while creating, Klee is
"not the day-to-day self, but the sum-to-total self, wholly
a tool". It is only after he has finished that he takes
20
stock of what he has done,
Klee expressed his approach to his work:
Art does not render the visible; rather it makes
19Grohmann, p. 104 Ibid. , p. 97.
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visible. A tendency toward the abstract belongs to
"the essence of linear expression, hence a graphic
imagery, by its very nature is apt to be both pattern-
like and fantastic. It is also capable of great
precision. The. purer the artist's work (i.e., the
more he stresses the formal elements on which linear
expression is based) the less well-equipped is he for
the realistic renderings of visible things.
The graphic elements .. .should always be in evi
dence as the constituant parts of the picture. This
does not mean, however, that a picture must consist
of nothing but 'elements'. Rather, the elements must
produce shapes, yet without sacrificing their own
identities in the process.
It usually takes several elements together to
make up a shape or an object or some other secondary
entity. Thus, planes result from lines related to
each other (as In watching a stream of water).
Spatial structures from energy charges within a
three-
dimensional relationship...
Pictorial art, Klee believes, springs from movement.
It is itself fixed movement and it Is perceived through
movement (of the eye muscles). Movement is the source of
all growth. Growth is not merely quantative striving for
height, but the increase of energy in all directions, and
the transformation of material substances. "Art is a like
ness of the Creation. It is sometimes an example, just as
22
the terrestial is an example of the
cosmic."
As for the controversy over the difference between time
and space in art, Klee feels there is none. Space implies
the concept of time.
"It takes time for a dot to start moving and to
become a line, or for a line to shift its position so
that a plane is formed. The same is true of a plane
that moves and thus defines a space.
And the work of art--that is not born all in one
moment either. It has to be constructed bit by bit,
just like a house...
The act of viewing the work of art, too, is in
essence a function of time. The beholder focuses on
one section after the other; he must leave what he has
already viewed in order to_be able to center his
attention on a new area...
21Ibid., p. 181 22Ibid., p. 98 23Ibid.
14
In. this sense, Klee believed In the organic quality of
artistic production, the inner growth of a work of art gen
erated by the inspiration, the Inner vision, of the artist.
CHAPTER III
THE RISE OF THE LANDSCAPE
PRINT IN AMERICA
The American "original" print has had one of the
toughest battles in the history of fine, art. ;Notonly, has
graphic art generally ranked low in the arts, but Americans
have generally ranked the arts low in importance; especially
something as non-functional as the representation of a land
scape. But, it is hard to find fault with this, considering
all the influences which were imposed upon our country's
early settlers.
It all began with a feeling of contempt for the arts
which emerged in seventeenth, century England. The Puritans
shuddered at the theaters that a few generations before had
produced Shakespeare and Marlowe. To them,
work-
was sacred,
idleness evil, and art In any form, at best, was a waste of
God's precious time. It was these attitudes that they
24
brought with them to; the Americas,.
It took courage to .come to this new land. This dream
of Eden was filled with .horrors; natives which tortured cap
tives, sweltering jungles and swamps swarming with mosquitoes,
2^Alvin Toffler, The Culture Consumers. A Study of Art




tropical fevers, burning deserts, floating Islands of ice
enveloped by dense fogs, poisonous
:
snakes, ferocious beasts,
tidal waves, .earthquakes, hurricanes, floods. Constant
violence and change ruled the lives of man and nature no
matter where they settled on the new continents. The skills
and -experiences of the Old World proved of little value;
social distinctions, wealth, education and background tended
to become less pronounced as man's capacities were tried by
conditions of survival. They had to improvise to solve new
problems and judged the results functionally--if it Worked
25
it Was right, if not, it was abandoned.
It is 'no wonder that both the and the puritans
viewed the next world as preferable to this one. When their
only shelter (as the earliest settlers had) were caves..dug
into the sides of hills, and their friends were dying all
around them from starvation and "cold, It is not surprising
any thoughts of the arts were not present. Who would be
Inspired to paint the local scenery when It was such 'a harsh
and hostile land? Even once communities were settled, shelters
built, land 'farmed, the Puritan "doctrine discouraged the
arts.2'6'
In'






England colonies) three men were brought to trial
for having the temerity to put on d play. In 1700 Pennsyl
vania statutes were made to prohibit "Stage plays, masks,
revels". In 1706 Cotton Mather preached against those who
^Richard McLanathan, The American Tradition in the




'"^Alfred Frankenstein and editors of Time-Life Books,
The World of Copelv. 1738-1815 (New York: Time-Life Books,
1970) p.
17
dared to engage in stage plays and mixed dances. An4 headers
of 'unprofitable books' and other sinners including smokers,
card players, drinkers and dice throwers would likewise be
27
damned. In 1714 Judge Sewall of Boston ruled on a play:
"I do forbid It... Let not Christian Boston go beyond Heathen
Rome in the practice of shameful vanities';. With such
attitudes there was obviously no inspiration or call (and
possible condemnation) to produce any pictures of historical
themes or literary anecdotes. Even religious themes were
condemned as is seen in this excerpt from a sermon in 1689
by Samuel Willard, pastor of Old South Church in Boston 1678
to 1707, and Vice President of Harvard College 1693 to 1707:
"Hence how very unsuitable is it to represent
the Divine Nature by any Corporeal Similitude. I mean
in Pictures or Images, of any visible and bodily sub
stance, and that whether it be for civility or devo
tion,... How is it possible rightly to decipher the
form or shape of a being which is invisible! It is
folly to pretend to afford us the Portraiture of an
Angel, but it is madness and wickedness to offer at
any Image or Representation of God: How many solemn
cautions did God give His people against this by Moses,
besides the express forbidding of it in the Second
Command; and God declares it to be a thing Idola
trous, . . "29
Yet, the Puritan faith did allow portraiture of
the elect;
the saints among them. They believed each person was a
separate soul destined for salvation, or
damnation--a .fate
pre-ordained in Heaven. The smallest details of life took
on significance; each an
expression of God's will and part
of His grand plan. Thus, the features of ,
Puritan
'worthies'
were recorded by their compatriots with
extreme realism: the
27Toffler, p. 13 8Ibld., p. 14. 9McCoubrey, p. 3
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limner acting as God's remembrancer. Puritan's belief in
divine order encouraged orderly clarity in lives, as well
as towns and villages, lead to an acuteness of vision seen
in portraits. All was scrutinized and noted with a sense of
fact; a characteristic which has continued in American art,
A plain style; highly utilitarian yet not dehumanized since
it was dedicated not only to the service , of God, but also
to man. The aesthetic could not exist apart from the humanly
useful, therefore art for art's sake was never widely accepted
in America. Art, was associated with a higher and directly
moral purpose.
The New World did not stay completely without culture.
The eighteenth century did bring in theater, music and paint
ing, but there were no large urban communities, essential
for nutrition of the arts. All they had was a cultural veneer
borrowed from England, and for many that was not enough, for
the psychological force of Puritanism stayed long after it
ended as a movement. The gospel of work and contempt for




It seems strange that from this long barren beginning
that by the middle of the twentieth century the United States,
or more, accurately, New York City, became the avant-garde
center of the arts of the Western World. The Centennial
Exhibition in Philidelphia in 1876 was followed by a surgent
development In the, arts and industries (which fed the arts)
30McIanathan, p. 16 31Toffler, p. 14
19
in the United States, especially in wood engraving. The
new movement included a large number of artists whose tal
ents were promptly recognized, shedding fame on American
craftsmanship.
<"
The early 1900's continued a strong, realistic style
rooted in the tradition of naturalism that went all the way
back to the earliest expressions of the American artist. By
1910 "etching was practiced all across the United States,
Frank Benson and Richard Bishop were etching ducks. Ernest
Haskell was etching scenes of California and Maine, and G. E.
Burr was etching a series of the Arizona desert. A reaction
against this academicism was inevitable. Sloan, Hopper, and
Jerome Myers countered with New York Realism, and other Ameri
can artists such as Arthur B. Davies, John Mann, Stuart Davis
and Walter Kuhn returned from Europe imbued with the spirit
of Modernism. And, following Bellows, a whole generation of
33
painters turned to the lithostone.
The New York Armory Show in 1913 brought the major
influences of the time to America, These were Cubism with
Braque and Picasso, and Dada with Duchamp. Americans such
as Charles Demuth and Charles Sheeler adopted the cubist
attitude, feeling it fit the geometry of industrial America.
It
also'
related closely to the chaste linear style of the
early, self-taught artists.
The new factories reflected the
same box-like form of the early salt-box farm
houses.^
5
Ralph Clifton Smith, The Wood Engraved Work of Tim
othy Cole. (Washington, D.C.: Gibson Brothers, Inc., 1925) p. 236.
^OJean LIpmann, ed. , "American Printmaking, 1600-1968",
Art in America 56 (July-August 1968) p. 42
!
MTime-Life Books, American Painting 1900-1970 (New York:
Time-Life Books, 1970) p. 10.
20
During this time the camera was being taken more
seriously as an instrument of artistic exploration, and
photography was, being established as a valid and significant
art form-. It also contributed a new sharpness and immediacy
to the artist's vision, having a profound development on
painting and printmaking.
World War I arrived on the heels of the Armory Show,
Art first took a back seat to the problem by staying out of
the conflict, then took on the harder problem of taking part






of internal disruption and corruption in government. It was
a period of scandal, with Teapot Dome, prohibition, Al Capone
terrorizing Chicago, rackets: of Jimmy Walker in New York City,
KlanfiLmen practicing violent bigotry in the South, and the
Scopes trial making it impossible to teach the theory of
evolution, American life was also being transformed by the
automobile, motion pictures, and radio. And, as was the case
after the Civil War, 1918 America was so unsympathetic toward
35
the arts that many artists left and went to Europe; to Paris.
The
1920*
s was a beginning of the rediscovery of and
interest in folk art. The mood of the American people was
one of euphoric optimism. The middle class luxuriated in a
freshly gained status and comfort. Industry was booming,
foreign markets were expandingAmerica's possibilities were
limitless. -The accepted art of the day reflected this dream
35McLa,nathan p. 407..
21




vania Academy of Pine Arts in Philadelphia, The National
Academy of Design in New York, the Academy of Painting and
Drawing in Cincinnati,^ Artists who did not work in this
academic mode had ho where else to show their work, thus
driving them to Europe.
One small group of artists refused to follow the rules,
and refused to leave the They began to produce art
with realistic, non-academic paintings that reflected the
changing contemporary American scene which sent a shock wave
through the establishment. They produced art--not from pre
vious art, but from life. They discovered the face of met
ropolitan America, treating it with unsentimental vigor.
The outbreak of the Depression brought a period of further
introspection and this new group of artists, 'The Eight',
the rAsh Can School*, focused on social concern and protest.
By the forties, American artists were again influenced
by European trends. Abstraction Increased the concern with
problems of formal structure and style. Expressionism
stimulated a more freely executed and emotional manner.
Surrealism activated; and heightened the sensibilities and
awarenesses. But, the deeply engraved attitude toward real
istic representation took the upper hand of artists who replied
in two ways: return to the object-~but just for the object
36American Painting 1900-1970, p. 13
22
itself, and a development of New Realism an escape of
older boundaries of studio conventions and an exploration
of new areas of subject matter, stressing the execution as
a mainspring of style.
'
It was during this time, during the last three decades,
that the print entered into the aesthetrc mainstream of art.
The combinations of brilliant colors made possible ,by the use
of the lithographic and silkscreen processes, particularly In
conjunction with photography, greatly increased the popular
ity of the print.
With the onset of World War II in Europe, many of the
printmakers working at the Atelier emigrated to New York City,
establishing it as the new center of printmaking, and set up
graphic workshops for many emerging printmakers. During the
50 's, printmaking received unprecedented support through
museum programs and galleries reflecting widespread activity.
The general public was being made aware of woodcuts, engrav
ings, lithos, etchings, dry points, serigraphs, et. al.
Leading printmakers which grew exit of this, and those emerg
ing today, not only have a
comprehensive knowledge and'; exper
ience in traditional mediums, but also have a profound
aptitude/;: for technical invention.
It was during this time, the mid 50 's, that the
American contempt for culture began to change,
'"
and today
there is a craving which is supporting
prints as well as
painting and sculpture. During
this time of inflation
37Daniel M. 1/Iendelowitz, Drawlag. (New York: Holt, Rine-




and recession, there are about a dozen galleries in this
small city alone that are able to stay in business while
industry is laying people off. The Barbara Walters Show
on NBC over the past year (1974-1975) has had numerous
shows on art with dealers, gallery owners, artists, as
well as shows on investments, all of which encouraged the
public to buy prints. Other news reporters have, involved
themselves, such as a recent documentary by Geraldo Rivera
on Art Auctions, with many interviews with collectors,
investors, and artists discussing the curious fact that
during such times of economic depletion as these are, art
tends to take on an upswing in the market place. One can




As I mentioned earlier, there have been several
print-
makers who have had a particular influence upon me. It seems
strange to me now to make such a limiting statement as that.
I am alive (seeing, reading, feeling, discussing) and there
fore am influenced by all things. I am a student of art (and
I in no way mean that in the institutional sense of the word)
and am open to the influence of hundreds of artists. All
this is obvious. Allowing myself to experience any artist
or his work must, in either a positive or negative manner,
have an influence on my thinking. Tnis handful of artists
I am about to discuss were chosen because of a positive and
direct relationship to the work I am doing, and tend to
reinforce particular attitudes I have towards 'professionalism
in the media.
I have been "working with prints seriously now
fox*
about
three and one half years. During most of this time Gabor
Peterdi Has been my 'super
hero'
so to speak. I suppose
this is.'logical as 1 was brought up with his book Print"
makJoagL, anil
was introduced to the media by a former stu
dent arid close friend of his, Robert Bero. It is true
that at any time I could
have rejected him, so I can safely
assume that his influence upon me was more that mere exposure/
24
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And, after reading all I could find on him and by him, and,
after
.seeing many of his original works (not just, reproduc
tions printed in magazines or books) I can understand the
empathy. I have already referred to and quoted him through




s childhood memories are related to
nature: to the changing seasons, the delights of spring and
summer, glorious re dp oranges of ,fall, crisp,white snow,,
and a silvery mist swallowing the Danube at the horizon.
As a child he drew and painted his surrounding world, the
trees, bushes, flowers, and the city below. He also began
to paint a distant, exotic country with dream landscapes
covered with plants and trees of his garden, but populated
with fantastic animals from memories of a visit to the zoo,.
When he was fifteen he had his first one-man show in Buda-
pest. Then he was off to Rome to study.
After one, year in Rome, Peterdi went to Paris. There
he was, seventeen, scared, lost, in the heart of the 'sizzling
intellectual.,,furnace of the world". He spent two years going
back and forth between the, Left Bank and the Louvre, trying
to make sense out of the turmoil. While there, he met
Vie ire de Silva and her husband Szenes, and through them he
was introduced into the avante-garde movement. For the first
40
time, Peterdi learned experimentation.
39pritz Elchenberg, Arjdj=[tl^^
Edition of the.JjxXJ^^ (New York; Pratt Graphics
Center, Nf Society, Ltd.) p.
19.
^Art inAmexica 51 (June 1963) p. 39.
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For a while he went back to landscape painting, but
deprived of its physical realty, he tried to reconstruct
the essence, the concept, without any direct reference to
the object. He became interested in space itself. He
became excited about the possibility of creating an
'absolute' landscape without anything local, subjective, or
temporary. He followed the error of many artists who thought
that one can start with a general idea and turn it into a
unique, personal experience. This is rarely done. The most
significant works of art originated the other way around
a personal experience was made
into-
a universal statement.
Then, at the Atelier 17 in Paris, he studied under English
printmaker William Hayter. Hayter's greatest success was
in being able to teach an experimental attitude with the
discipline of the craft. Peterdi, being in love with draw
ing, studied engraving. In order to engrave, one must be
a good draftsman.-,' for it shows the weakness of a drawing.
1933 to 1939 was a violent, tragic, .period in the world,
especially in Europe. Life was engulfed in hatred, bitter
ness,,, and anguish for the future. The print returned to its
place in history as the fighting arm of the artist (as,-it
was used by Holbein, Cranach, Hogarth, Gillray, Goya,
Dau-
mier, and Groz) to protest against
this injustice. Peterdi's
?/ork also took on more and more violence. Fantastic over




the rioting at the Place de la Concorde where over two
hundred people died, the refugees streaming into Paris,
fleeing from the Nazi terror, then Spain, then Munich.
To escape from this, Peterdi, as well as many other artists
in his circle of friends at Atelier 17, came to New York.
It was 1939, one month before a full-scale World War II.,,
Peterdi left immediately for .Florida. This was an exciting
encounter for him, with an entirely new landscape: the
swamps of the Swanee River, with places thick and wild like
African bushland, a country of exasperating sand, heat, red-
bugs, and rattlesnakes. In order to live, he took a job
working a farm, clearing palmettos, hunting and fishing.
For the first time he was more than a mere spectator of
nature .
Before his Florida, experience could manifest itself,
the United States was in the war, with all its terror and
stupidity. And Peterdi was in the United States Army. As
a soldier he saw the continent he came from, France, Italy,
Germany, Austria, Hungary, beat u.p3 bloody, submerged in
misery, bitterness and hate. The land
itself transformed
in his mind. As a . soldier, . nature is hostile. To a farmer,
rain is life. To a soldier it is shivering nights, soaking
wet in a fox hole. The hills and rocks became only shelter
in which to take cover, or ; fortresses to attack. The Euro
pean landscape became an immense arid field covered with
42Ibid.'
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pulverised stone "and ^deadened, 'trees.
Years'
later, surrounded
by the gentle landscape of Connecticut, the drama and vio
lence-
of the war years 'was, slowly replaced hy a poetic
reality, an awareness of eternal cycles of growing,
things.4"5
In Rowayton, Peterdi started a series of prints- and
paintings
to"
express the cycles 'Germination'
, 'Seed and
Rock', and the 'Triumph of Spring', all related to the
struggle for survival of all organic life. His 'Spawning'
cycle Is-related to the struggle- for ^survival in the 'ocean.
These works had an obvious symbolic Intent, "but the fact
that-
they'
came as the result ,of a deep personal Involvement
saved
them'
from sterility. He said:
-
"Although my impulse, as an artist, 'always
came directly from nature, I never had any wish
to be descriptive. The tangible things around
me simply served as a visual and emotional stimu
lus : that made things happen. . .1 am convinced
'
that
no matter how extensively abstracted the finished
works-
are from its original source, if its concept
is the result of personal involvement, It will
have a. truth that no clever designing, nor coy
juggling of materials, can convincingly approxi
mate. "44
Peterdi was always more concerned and moved by the
phenomenon of nature, the wind, sun, light, storm, than on
the objects on which -they manifest themselves.
'
But, the
two are inseparably related
'
(as personal 'experience is tied





a driving force to
make- him
'go west'. The western landscape represented a light and
scale totally different,
from-
anything he experienced In
43Ibid..,. p. 41 44lbid.
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Europe. Also, after- living and working within the intimate,
human scale of, New England, he, felt there was a need to see
something drastically different. As a result of his trip
he started
' t'
work; on several-, series of prints and paint
ings. He; was fascinated by the textural richness, the
infinite microscopic details that make
; up this giantworld.
He struggled with the problem of attempting to find an
equivalent experience of facing an endless space. with
immeasurable dimensions. But instead of resorting to rather
obvious, descriptive solutions, he tried, by means of the
ebb and flow of surface textures, to create tensions with
ambiguous space structure. Instead of using large mono
lithic volumes; rendered in mass, he built up his forms with
delicate often fragile, elements, like coral building a reef .
Big things are not necessarily monumental, and violence is
not strength.; The object, the physical presence, is just
the beginning that can turn into, a work of art only by the
A 5
revelation of its reality on a deeper level,
After his experience with the West, and his growing
preoccupation with a monumental landscape, Peterdi couldn't
resist an opportunity to see Alaska. The flight itself,
from Seattle to Fairbanks, was an awesome visual experience;
the rugged mountain peaks piercing through the 'mother, of
pearl'
cloud blankets, the creeping glaciers reflecting an
iridescent sky and the red glow-; of the setting sun, the
twisting turning Yukon looping around the black-green hills
like a : giant white snake.
45lbid.
4
Fritz Eichenberg, ed., Artist's Proof vo. VI (1966)
p. 66
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In Alaska, Peterdi 's main interest was the Artie
region. He saw the cold bloom. The ice turned from blind
ing blue, to saffron yellow, to olive green. He heard the
ice 'talk' under the- pressures of the sea and wind, then
crack with thunder. He heard a blinding blizzard whine.
He saw the Artie light fan out like a peacock's tail.
In 1966 Peterdi flew to Peru and Guatemala. These
landscapes also, he found to have in common the same immense,
super-human scale. Flying over the awesome, engulfing peaks
of the Andes, he reflected about how he could express what
he felt about these within the1 limitations of a plate or
canvas. He knew there had to be more. He felt he had gone
as far as possible with his earlier attempts, and he had to
find a more complex way of tackling this problem. In 1953,
with
'Vision'
of Fear', he tried superimposing movable plates.
At that time he had been triggered by a similar problem to
his present preoccupation--the replacement of a naturalistic
landscape space with
a'
totally fluid and ambiguous structure.
He returned to this idea,
From this it is evident
that'
Peterdi is concerned with
experimentation of media, but only , to, the effect that it
is necessary for the image. For him, art Is a form of
communication, his way of sharing his inner experiences with
the outside world. He says many artists suffer the reject
ions of their peers, but that they should not be concerned with




responsibility Is solely to follow his inner convictions
without compromise.
Peterdi'
is concerned with many of today's
artists'
approaches to .their work. He 'is "concerned .'.with all this
talk about originality. He '"say's:





technical affectations often try
to'
disguise
ignorance and emptiness. One cannot
'want'
to be
'original'. The real personality is always Orig
inal. . .Originality is not a different way of apply
ing paint to canvas, or "a new trick method of etch
ing. a plate. It has , to dQ'with the basic concept
of seeing. It is
the'
"capacity to produce a new






ques than Rembrandt or Goya did~-but what are they
doing with
it?"4"
Another ove'rOmphasized aspect of art today, Peterdi
feels,
is-'
He says this might be important





greatest degree of self-expression is no
guarantee: of a
significant statement.
He has found three dangers in today's prints. l)
There is an over-emphasis on -technical performance . Too
many prints try to get by on muscle and pyrotechnics. A
big print is not necessarily a great print, and
a complex
process is no substitute for meaning. Shows are filled
with prints that are impressive at first sight, only to
reveal oh deeper study, a great -=T,ptlness lying behind an
facade. 2) Eclecticism is a major problem-. How
much conformity is accepted by those who should resist it.
49Ibid., p. 20
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3) There is a growing number of printmakers who try to
simulate in their works, the effects of abstract express
ionist painting. To begin, to attempt to make a. print
look like a painting is wrong. Each medium has its own
function in the vocabulary of the artist. Each :-medium has
its own possibilities and limitations, and respect of these
50
is one of the basic rules of good craftsmanship.
The great problem is that many artists confuse the
effect with the method. To be up to date you have to pro
duce paintings and prints with the 'spontaneous' look. An
engraved line of swift and dynamic quality may have been cut
slowly and with deliberation.. True spontaneity is more the
result of a conception than of wild, uncontrolled, physical'.,.
action. Tao says: "The highest form of expression is
spontaneous", but he also says that
in< order to have this,
one must
be'
free, and "one can't have freedom without
knowledge"
Some forget this last part. An artist must learn the disci
plines of his craft. Only by complete mastery can one be
freed from preoccupation with technique. Peterdi is also
against specialization of technique. He says each techni




The moment the image is conceived it dictates its own
technique the two are interrelated. Sometimes an idea is
so completely original, that it forces
the improvisation of
a new technique. The artist often instinctively invents by
30Ibid. . p. 23
51Ibid.
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necessity. Art Is language, and those who have something
to say will always have the creative power to communicate.
I have spent so much time going into Peterdi
'
s life
and thoughts .rather-,than a full intense discussion of his
works because I have discovered that it is not particularly
his works that have the greatest influence upon me. I do
respect his control of the media, his inventiveness, and his
particular vision (more -with his earlier work than the last
several years), but Peterdi has done more to give me an
attitude of professionalism. He has helped me to define my
goals as a total printmaker--one who is involved with a
particular vision, the technical facility to carry it out,
involvement with the. creative act of printing (not mechani
cal), and just to be totally involved with, and in control
of, all the resources at my finger tips.
His use of textured areas created through lines juxta
posed have also had a great influence upon me; also his
subtle variations of form creating space. I am particularly
aware of this as I am. sitting here comparing his 1969 print
'The
Wave'
with the print I have most recently completed
Late
Summer' (plate 7). Also I can compare it with the
gentle rounding of the land surfaces and vision back In
'Stephens
Field' (plate 5). I must say though that visions
of other artists keep emerging in my mind as I reflect on
these prints. A particular artist who I have only recently
come in contact with Is Van Gogh. Not the 'Starry
Night'
Van Gogh,,'hut the, sensitive, delicate man revealed in his
drawings .
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Van Gogh's use of line and dot patterns, to
indicate-
light, texture, and form was a major force as I approached
'Summer Afternoon' (plate 6). Such drawings as 'The Farm In
the Fields' 1888, or
'Thistles'
with his almost rendering in
foreground, back to .textures and Ioose patterns as he created
his space. His conscious use of . empty space to carry the
viewer into the distance, as in his 'The Road to
Taraseon'
1888 became important, to me.
Other artists who have influenced, me include Harold
Altman, Peter Milton, Karl Schrag, .RobertBero, and Richard
Claude Zleman. Altman excites me because of all he can
create solely with line -etching. His lines are carefully
placed, sometimes parallel, sometimes slowly falling, allow
ing the overlapping of angled lines to , become cross-hatching,
slowly and carefully creating darks and whites to produce a
quiet light in an unusual atmosphere.. "My work Is not an
art of shock, impact, or ,, abrupt -movement , but rather an art
52
that is calm and contemplative ;.in
feeling."
Many of his
prints have a quality of arrested, motion, while others are
more summations -of simple -movements, His use of lines In
assists the direction -.of movement, while the
placement'-
and direction of moving and
:
standing figures control large
empty areas of a composition.
I respond significantly to his -.-'sense of quietude,, a
sense I very often am trying to convey.. I respect his use
of the figure In conjunction with the land, to create a
52Norman Kent, ed.,
"A"
Portfolio'of Etchings by Harold
Atlman", American Artist, 31:8, (October 1967) p. 67.
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oneness, yet have no desire to include man myself. Rather
than include man's Image in my landscapes, I am trying to
allow the viewer to place
himself'
within the print. Some
how, I feel that man, the great
:
spoiler of nature would
become a threat to my image. The closest I can allow man's
presence to be felt is the insinuation of possibly farmed
land and planted trees,
Peter Milton also incorporates man in his prints, but





BraegheIscape No. 1", and "Clap Hand! Here
Comes Charlies!". In the latter, his figure is barely visible,
minute, lost in the land; a very Zen concept that I can re
late to. It tends to show the magnificence of nature and
insignificance of man placed within it. I am particularly
impressed in these prints with Milton's articulation of
space through his skillful suggestion of advancing and reced
ing surfaces of the land. By opposing the precisely delineated
details and broad overall tonal patterns, he created an
optically
active' field
, moving the viewer
into space and
bringing him forward again.
Richard Claude Zleman is another etcher who works with
great control of line. He is also a student of Peterdi.
His prints often give a much more monumental effect than
their size relates. This is due to a careful perception and
selective angle of vision. His prints enjoy a light touch,
a feeling of the 'fancy free'. Although
his prints, such as
his large
'Woods'
are very assuredly drawn, I get the feeling
that he is no longer looking as carefully as he should be,
^6
and that although he has not abstracted "his shapes, he has
slightly'- stylized them. This particular print that I
mentioned (shown last year in
the'
print show in Bevier
Gallery) was. disappointing for that reason. Although the
woods Was terrifically
intricate-
with branch lines weaving
in and out, the limbs, plants, etc., all had a hollow feel
ing to them. They were strongly outlined, empty forms.
Many of the branches and foliage shapes, -upon
close'
ex
amination, could have been picked out of some Of Peterdi
'
s
prints --from the dying bird form in'-
'Elegy1
or the rock
forms in 'The Morning After'. I can't, however, deny his
mastery of the media, and as yet a fairly young artist, I
am anxious to follow his development.
Another young printmaker who has had a great influence
upon me
is'
Robert Bero, He is also a former student of
Peterdi,
also*'
working In intaglio with trees and fields,
but mainly is concerned with spacial relationships. He
has extreme control of the engraved, as well as etched lines.
His smaller engravings are
deceptive'
in their size. The
deep lines of the trunks of trees with their delicate smaller
branches cut rhythmically into the snow covered land of the
North Country are intensely powerful Images. But more than
his images, more than his prints, he has given me the needed
encouragement to foster a strength within me, a drive towards
professionalism in this field.
The last artist working in Intaglio that I wish to
mention is Karl Schrag. During the mid-forties, Schrag did
37
a series of studies of water. It established a basis for a
linear approach to his etching that has affected me. He
says: "In reality there are no lines. In water, but its
movement suggests lines, through which you get the feeling
of layers leading off into distances. Water has no definite
contours, but it is made up of the continuous interplay of
rhythms and motion, whose relationships are always
right
53
just as the highest wave looks always
right."
From this
idea of rhythms in water he began to seek out rhythms in
land formations, in clouds, winds, tidal magnetism, and in
the atmosphere itself. He has continued to refine his work
and omit some of the dazzling flourishes so easily included
in print techniques and has analyzed the independent respon-
54
sibilities of the single line.
Schrag does not work out on location, but digests what
he has seen first. He says: "What you carry away is often
a very strong thingnot just spiritual or romantic
but
visual, a sense of the relationships of colors and
forms
which has a kind of eternal quality beyond the particular
55 .
image in your
memory," His work is not only an accurate
simplification of nature, but an expression of
what lies
beneath the surface .
I think Schrag sums up the challenge that landscape
puts before me; the fear and joy when the challenge is met.
^Artist's Proof, vol. VI (1966) p. 62
-)4Suzanne Burrey, "Karl Schrag: Movement Above and
Below". Magazine 30:9 (June 1966) p. 40.
*5Art in America 51:3, p. 39.
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He says :
"All artists who have a toujjh of mysticism,
even the great ones like Blake, run the risk of a
kind of story telling, of not dealing with the
elements of art-~the plastic elements of form,
space, and
color.'
That's why it is Important to
maintain a constant exchange with nature herself,




THIS GROUP OF TEN
With these influences behind, or should I say, within
me, -I began this body of work referred to as my "thesis
prints". I have actually been dealing with landscape ele
ments for the past three -or so years. It is difficult to
find a starting date, for my development has been continual.
I have, however, recently changed my major concerns from
atmospheric , condition^within dense woods, and the change of
light and temperature upon leaving a woods, to spacial,
rhythmic, and textural relations involving hills, and fields
The prints I am presenting in this body incorporates three
major, attitudes towards similar land formations.
The first attitude creates expansive space by stating
as little as possible. It began with "Mountain Valley". I
kept to a delicate etch, repetition of similar lines por
traying trees which define the undulations of the mountains.
(plate 1) The two trees are placed in the middle ground to
define space. The foreground is left blank. The second in
this series is "Sand Dunes", (plate 2) I simplified this
even further, allowing simple lines to. assume the nature of
grasses which define 'the dunes. "Grassy
Edge" (plate 3)
magnifies this even further. Although I drew in the grass
and plants, the ^viewpoint allows
the space beyond to be
39
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magnificently endless. The of this print is essential
to carry off the Illusion. The amount of emptiness allows
the viewer to be lured into the scene. "Snow Covered"
(plate 4) falls vaguely between the first and second atti
tudes. It creates the same -sort of open oval space that
"Mountain Valley" does, yet is more involved- with textural
play. (As- for -it being the 'Only -relief I've included in




- and that while I am in
a studio with
intaglio-
facilities,-, I will? -use them. I can
continue with woodblocks more easily at home until I can
re-establish myself.)
In the second attitude I dealt more intently with
textures juxtaposed, creating the rhythms of the rolling
hills and patches of trees. I was also concerned with the
play of each texture within its boundaries. As In "Summer
Afternoon" (plate 6), the pattern of the grasses and plants
weaving In and out in the foreground, and the play of light
created in the strong section just before the first row of
trees. 'I also include in this group "Stephens
Field" (plate
5) with its gentle rolling back and changing of the delineated
weeds into a dot pattern as it approaches the trees, and
"Late
Summer" (plate 7) with its sun baked hills rolling back
gently to its still vivid, and moist tree covered mountain
side. Here it was fun to take the viewer into a slightly
different point of view, nose down in the grasses on the
slope overlooking the parched undulating valley.
41
The third attitude I took the theme of rhythms in
nature was a super close-up of grasses and plants growing,
dense beneath and close to the earth, gracefully rising to
the sky; to the sun, the life -giver.
Although I had intended to get into color, I never did.
After working with twpjplate color prints for about two
years, I had just recently rediscovered black and white,
and found it very exciting. I left all my color to be
created by intensity, paper choice and plate tones, using
my wiping methods as a creative process in printing.
I am now, and plan to be for many years into the
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